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OF MICE & MEN
DEFY (RISE RECORDS)

SHITKID
THIS IS IT EP (PNKSLM)

CALEXICO
THE THREAD THAT KEEPS US (CITY SLANG

THE SPOOK SCHOOL
COULD IT BE DIFFERENT? (SLUMBERLAND
RECORDS)

XYLOURIS WHITE
MOTHER (BELLA UNION)

MATH & PHYSICS CLUB
LIVED HERE BEFORE (FIKA RECORDINGS)

Words: Ikenna Offor
Coming just over a year after founding frontman
Austin Carlile’s very public second departure, Of
Mice & Men’s eagerly anticipated fifth studio
album ushers in an exciting new chapter for my
favourite SoCal metalcore outfit – the fact that it
also slams harder than Onyx and Vince Carter
combined doesn’t hurt either.
Mosh-friendly bangers like Warzone and Forever
YDG’n find the hard-rocking quartet effortlessly
managing to keep their signature riff-heavy
sound very much intact, whilst on Unbreakable
and Back To Me, bassist-cum-vocalist Aaron
Pauley unequivocally proves himself a more than
worthy successor to Carlile’s not-inconsiderable
sonic legacy.
It’s honestly a real joy to hear OM&M sounding
this reinvigorated, and I’m genuinely giddy with
anticipation to see where they go from here.
Released: 19.01.18
www.ofmiceandmenofficial.com

Words: Nina Keen
From her anti-slick DIY electro punk to her name,
everything about ShitKid epitomises a certain
collective mood of modern youth. Her latest
release This Is It is a collection of six tracks of
various emotions, various degrees of
vulnerability, all drenched in self-aware
eyebrow-arching sardonicism. From the joy of
Spring Theory to the dismissiveness of All My
Fears as she sings “please be gentle with me,
I’m not as tough as I seem”, her instrumentation
and vocal distortion act as the sonic equivalent of
an Instagram filter to the emotions she
expresses. Overall, a darker yet more coherent
collection of tracks than her previous releases,
This Is It shows yet another side to ShitKid’s
impossibly cool creativity.
Released: 19.01.18
www.shitkid.bandcamp.com

Words: Lee Fisher
It’s 20 years since I first heard Calexico’s unique
and thrilling blend of mariachi, Morricone, jazz
and country and for a while they were perfect.
But by the mid-noughties the wagon wheels
were already coming off as their uniqueness was
smothered by ever more disappointing MOR
leanings.
So it is with The Thread That Keeps Us. There are
some great songs here: Flores Y Tamales is
wonderful and could have found a place on The
Black Light; Unconditional Waltz is an all too brief
instrumental delight; Shortboard is like a Texican
reworking of Red Right Hand. But most of the
rest is either unremarkable or – in the case of
cod-reggae monstrosity Under The Wheels –
fucking awful. Maybe next time.
Released: 26.01.18
www.casadecalexico.com

Words: Paul Brown
The Spook School’s third album opens with an
emotive monologue by Josie Long, bursting into
a furiously catchy assault on an abusive ex in
Still Alive (sample lyric: “fuck you, I’m still alive”).
By the time it concludes, the fire has faded into
an exhausted sepia-tinged refrain of “I just can’t
help looking back and wondering”. Thus, Could It
Be Different?’s disparate bookends sum it up
beautifully. The record boasts killer examples of
their trademark sparkling pop, as on Less Than
Perfect and I Only Dance When I Want To, but it
also aches with nostalgia. Bad Year in particular
is probably their saddest ever song.
A brilliant record, and another highlight in a
discography which gets more wonderful by the
year.
Released: 26.01.18
www.thespookschool.com

Words: Nad Khan
The partnership of Giorgos Xylouris and Jim
White is a consistently fascinating one. As
Xylouris White they manage to blend traditional
Greek folk music with progressive post rock.
Previous albums Goat and Black Peak merely
forged the duo’s musical symbiosis, but third
effort, Mother, develops their exploratory instincts
and child-like curiosity even further.
Much like its maternal title, Mother is often
delicate and caring, yet there’s always something
lurking beneath. Gaps between tracks like
Achilles and Only Love for example couldn’t be
wider. The former taking its time to unearth its
improvised beauty and the latter dancing inside a
hurricane of frantic lute flurries, growling vocals
and driving free-formed rhythms. Mother is
another baffling brain exercise, but one that’s
definitely worth the challenge.
Released: 19.01.18
www.xylouriswhite.com

Words: Paul Broadhead
This is the Seattle indie pop band’s fourth album
and it’s full of songs about falling in and out of
young love. It starts off nicely enough;
Marblemouth sounds like a slowed-down
Bluetones and there’s some lovely little
Smiths-esque riffs on the poppy Threadbare. The
initial flutters of love hit a peak on Broadcasting
Waves with lyrics like, “I built a radio tower to
signal your heart” but Like Cinnamon is just
sickly sweet and by the time Charles Bert sings
“What if we were wrong, lines were thinly
drawn” on the Belle & Sebastian twee that is
Drive To You, you can’t help but think it’s over.
It’s nice enough to remain friends, but far too
inoffensive to go anywhere.
Released: 26.01.18
www.mathandphysicsclub.com
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CHARLES HAYWARD & THURSTON MOORE
IMPROVISATIONS (CARE IN THE
COMMUNITY)

VIRGINIA WING/XAM DUO
TOMORROW’S GIFT (FIRE RECORDS)

BLACK MOTH
ANATOMICAL VENUS (CANDLELIGHT REDS)

HOLLIE COOK
VESSEL OF LOVE (MERGE RECORDS)

BEANS ON TOAST
CUSHTY (XTRA MILE RECORDINGS)

A GRAVE WITH NO NAME
PASSOVER (FORGED ARTIFACTS)

Words: Lee Fisher
Recorded improv is a curious business: there’s a
lot of resistance in the scene to recording it at all
(it’s all in the moment!) and a session that
seemed magical down at Cafe Oto can lose
something on record. The bluntly titled
Improvisations captures the third time Thurston
Moore and Charles Hayward (surely more of a
national treasure than some TV toady like
Stephen Fry) played together and I fear it’s very
much a ‘had to be there’ release. There’s some
phenomenal drumming from Hayward and
Moore veers from chunky riffs to glorious squeals
and squalls, but it still feels like you’re listening to
early demos for a – probably brilliant – finished
record. Interesting, but not something I’ll need to
revisit.
Released: 08.12.17
www.careinthe.com
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Words: Ben Lowes-Smith
From its genesis in an industrial space in
Bradford (during which time 48 hours of music
was condensed to a sleek 48 minutes) to its final
state as a propulsive, melodic and meditative
piece of music, Tomorrow’s Gift is an intriguing
prospect.
A daring, wide-eyed collaboration between
Virginia Wing and Xam Duo, it’s an ever-building,
swirling journey which touches on komische, jazz
and ambient music on the way. It’s an album of
post-club early-morning clarity; evocative of the
textured soundscapes of Burial, peppered with
trails of permeating saxophone that recall
Pharoah Sanders.
These meditative pieces are occasionally difficult
to penetrate, but once you are in their world, it’s
an album of considerable emotional reward.
Released: 01.12.17
www.firerecords.com

Words: Liza-Lou Campy
Black Moth promise a heavier dose of their
collective noise with this third release. At first
listen it seems to be set firmly in the metal camp,
thanks to a rhythm section creating hefty hooks
and great riffs, but slow steady build ups and
several solos nod easily to progressive rock.
Harriet Bevan’s vocals sweep effortlessly across
it all and are hauntingly bitey and a little PJ
Harvey-esque.
Lead track Moonbow is delightfully strong with
almost a sense of rock opera, while Buried
Hoards and Tourmaline offer grungy respite.
Anatomical Venus is heavy but not so much that
it alienates. Although there are definite twinges of
the 80’s and psychedelic swirls, what plays out is
a unique sound that’s memorable and yet
somewhat indefinable. More please.
Released: 26.01.18
www.blackmothofficial.com

Words: Ikenna Offor
There’s always been something refreshingly
soothing about Hollie Cook’s distinct take on
tropical pop, which would explain the familiar
thread of catharsis running through her third
full-length album.
It would also explain why her lilting vocals on the
sun-kissed album opener Angel Fire left me
feeling feather-light, and Lunar Addiction’s
sublime coupling of lovers rock with ethereal
balladry lulled me into a blissed-out daze.
But it’s the title track that’s the real gem – owing
not only to the freewheeling yet tightly reined-in
swing of its skank-inducing riddim, but also the
sheer charm of Cook’s meticulously honed pop
sensibilities.
Quirky, wistful and vibrant, Vessel Of Love
announces Cook as the sultry chanteuse to
watch in 2018 – you heard it here first.
Released: 26.01.18
www.holliecook.com

Words: Louise Henry
‘Cushty’ isn’t the first word that springs to mind
at the state of current world affairs, but that’s the
irony in Beans On Toast’s latest album. Ever the
activist and provocateur, Beans has always used
his platform to create witty, emotive and
intelligent protest songs, and his ninth record is
no different. He calls poetic bullshit on the
modern world, from environmental issues to the
walls set to separate nations.
Recorded in just seven days, Cushty is a little
more than one man and his guitar (with a few
good friends on fiddles and accordions). Devoid
of any synths from his previous album, he’s back
to a more acoustic, folk-inspired sound. All in all,
not bad for a week’s work.
Released: 01.12.17
www.beansontoastmusic.com

Words: Nad Khan
Alexander Shields has been making haunting,
minimal art rock under the moniker of A Grave
With No Name for the best part of a decade now.
Fifth LP Passover is as heart-achingly human as
they come, and finds the artist at his most bare
and intricate since 2016’s Wooden Mask. Thick,
prodding basslines puncture the heart of
despondent lo-if pop songs, revealing delicate,
folk-tinged instrumentation and warm melodies.
Shields’ Elliot Smith-like vocals cut a lonely
figure within the album’s ghostly limbo. But what
works best here is the simplicity of Shields’
songwriting, anchoring in the more wandering
sounds with big, bright acoustic chords and
familial vocal hooks. Passover is as sonically
pleasing as it is utterly gloomy and proves
AGWNN still has more to give.
Released: 19.01.18
www.agravewithnoname.bandcamp.com
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